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Welcome to SexySnaps,
SexySnaps is an online platform that allows you to safely and easily sell access to a
premium snap account. It takes care of all of the payment processing, membership signup
and cancellations.
Processing Adult Content is against the terms and conditions of many online payment
processors such as PayPal, using them can risk your entire online balance and can
potentially blacklist you from their services. SexySnaps is an authorised Adult Content
processor and is qualified to process Credit Cards such as MasterCard and Visa.
Once payments are taken care of Member Management is the next thing to think about.
“How do I know when someone has paid me?”
“How do I know when to remove them so they don't get access for free?”
With SexySnaps you will get an email when someone signs up and submits their Snap
Name to be added to your friends list. If a member cancels, you will get an email saying that
they have cancelled and now is a good time to maybe try to “hustle” them to sign back up,
really show them what they are going to miss out on. Finally, once they have no access, you
will receive an email to remove them from your friends list so they cannot see your snaps for
free.
All emails are sent with an easy to use link like www.snapchat.com/add/dolls_downunder
that when, opened on a phone/tablet and logged into your premium snap account you will go
straight to their contact card. Here you can add them, remove them, give them nicknames or
even block them.
SexySnaps also provides you with a model profile on your own website where potential
members can find an “About me” page, all your social media links, some sample images and
the links to sign up, all this can be edited or updated in the SexySnaps Model Portal.
The Model Portal also provides overviews of how much you have made in recent weeks,
months and even a yearly overview. We have added in a member list as well, you can see
the member’s name, how much they paid, their snap name and their membership status.
The Model Portal also has a support page where we have provided helpful hints and tips
from our top models to help you maximise your earnings.
Getting started is simple all you have to do is:
● Start a premium snap account
● Sign up to SexySnaps
● Set up your SexySnaps Profile
● Start selling memberships
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How much you will get paid
Payment Processing Fees
Payment processing fees represent the amount that our payment processor (Zombaio)
charge each time they process a payment. Payment processors typically charge a
percentage of each transaction plus a fixed number of cents.
SexySnaps reduces processing fees by aggregating charges at the beginning of each
month. This reduces processing fees by reducing the total number of transactions, and the
lower fee is split among the all models. That’s a good thing for all of us!
SexySnaps Software Fee
SexySnaps takes 20% of successfully-processed transactions, after the bank fees are taken
to keep the servers running and the coders full of coffee. If you have a slow month we are
happy to waive or reduce the Software Fee. We are also open to reducing fees for
continuous high earners or successful SexySnaps promoters.
Payouts from the processor happen on the first of every month, so we will transfer your
monthly earnings to your Bank or PayPal every month. This can be weekly, however it will
incur more bank fees and none of us really want that. If you have any questions about Fees
or would like to negotiate a fee please contact us.

Choose your pricing
SexySnaps lets the models choose their own pricing structure.
Trial Memberships
A trial membership is often a low initial signup fee and then once a short trial period is over, the
member is rebilled at a higher fee for a longer term eg. $1 for 1 day then $29.95 for 30 days after that.
A trial membership can be set from $1 to $100 for 1 to 365 days.
Recurring Memberships
A recurring membership is a regular subscription in which the member pays a standard rate for the
time selected eg. $19.95 for 30 days. This can be set from $9 to $100 for 1 to 365 days
Cancel Discounts
When a member chooses to cancel, they are offered a discount to help change their mind on
cancelling. This is based on a percentage of the regular recurring fee and can be set between
10-70%.
For information on “Per Show” plans or “Lifetime Membership” plans or if you have any questions
about pricing and membership plans please contact us.
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Responsibilities
SexySnaps will be responsible for:
●
●
●
●

All payment processing
Email updates of new signups and cancellations
Model support
Customer support (membership enquiries and problems)

You will be responsible for:
●
●
●

Advertising your premium snap account
Providing accurate documentation and contact details
Managing your friends list (sign ups and cancellations)

Promotion
SexySnaps is part of the DollsDownunder network, a large network of sites and social media
pages with a very large fanbase. If you wish, Dolls Downunder will help promote you to get
more member signups and increase your earnings.
Being promoted on the front page of SexySnaps.me is optional and if you do not want this
please state it on your application form.

Referrals
SexySnaps is offering $100 to anyone that refers a model and that model signs up. The few
conditions we require when paying our referral fee is:
● The Model signs up with SexySnaps
● The Model earns at least $500 after bank fees.
● The Model has never signed up SexySnaps before
Referees can earn this as many times as they want and we have special programs for
referees that refer new models regularly. If you have any questions about our referral
program please contact us.
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